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THE MACKEY TOPOLOGY AS A MIXED TOPOLOGY

J. B. COOPER

ABSTRACT.    A theorem on the coincidence of a mixed topology and

the Mackey topology is given.  The techniques of partitions of unity are

used.   As a corollary, a result of LeCam and Conway on the strict topology

is obtained.  Similar methods are applied to obtain a theorem of Collins and

Dorroh.

Introduction.   In recent years the space  C(S) of bounded, continuous

complex-valued functions on a locally compact space  S with the strict topol-

ogy has received a great deal of attention.  In [5] we have shown that this to-

pology was a special case of a mixed topology in the sense of the Polish

school.  Many of the results on the strict topology are, in fact, special cases

of general results on mixed topologies and, when this is the case, it seems

to us to be desirable to present this approach since it displays the strict to-

pology as part of a larger scheme rather than as an isolated phenomenon.

In this note, we give an example of this process by considering the prob-

lem:   When is the strict topology on  C(S) the Mackey topology?     LeCam and

Conway have shown that this is the case when S is paracompact.  In fact,

there are a number of results of this type, that is, identifying mixed topologies

with the Mackey topology (see Cooper [6], Stroyan Ll3]) and this suggests

that there might be a general theorem of this type in the context of mixed to-

pologies.  In this note, we give such a theorem (11 below).

Although the result on  C(S) that we prove (12 below) is not new, it

seemed to us worthwhile to give a proof of this type since it shows that the

problem is mainly one in functional analysis and that measure theoretical

techniques, for example, are unnecessary.  In addition, we feel that the meth-

ods that we use are of some interest in themselves.  We mention three points.

It is known that the duality between sums and products in the category of lo-

cally convex spaces breaks down in the category of Banach spaces.  We show

how this duality can be recovered by using mixed topologies (5(i) and (ii)).

The result 5(iii) can be regarded as an infinite dimensional version of Schur's

theorem (if each  Ea is one dimensional we obtain the classical Schur theo-

rem—of course, we have used the latter in the proof of 5(iii)).  Thirdly, we use

the technique of partitions of unity which were introduced by De Wilde [16]

for locally convex spaces. It is our opinion that this technique can be ex-
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tended to most of the interesting categories of functional analysis, and that

it is particularly fruitful in applications to function spaces.

We take the opportunity to consider a similar result on  (C(S), fi) tor pa-

racompact  S,  namely that its dual space is weakly sequentially complete

(Collins and Dorroh [3])- We show that this can also be seen (in an appar-

ently stronger form—but only apparently in view of the fact that (C(S), j8)  is

a Mackey space) as a special case of a general result on mixed topologies.

The techniques are essentially the same as those used above.

Our methods can also be applied to other function spaces and can be

used to give a version of the LeCam-Conway result for nonlocally compact

spaces.  We do not consider these extensions here.

1. The categories BANj and MIXTOP. We consider the categories:

BAN j—whose objects are complex Banach spaces and whose morphisms

are linear contractions;

MIXTOP-the objects of MIXTOP are triples (F, || )|, r) where  E is a

complex vector space,   || ||   is a norm on  E  and  r   is a locally convex topol-

ogy on  E so that B\\ ii, the unit ball of (E, || ||), is r-complete and bounded.

The MIXTOP-morphisms from (F, || ||,r) into (F, || ||j,t-.) are the linear norm

contractions from  E into  F whose restrictions to  Bm m  are  r-r.  continuous.

As is well known,   BANj  and MIXTOP are complete, that is, they pos-

sess products and, more generally, projective limits.  We recall briefly how

products are constructed.  Let  {(Ea,||  ||a)la€4   be a family of objects in BAN,.

Define

E:=\(xa)eUEa: sup||*J0< »).
I of/1 \

Then  F,  with the norm (xa) \-> supj|xj|a,  is the BANj-product of \(Ea, || ||a)}.

If  !(Ea, ||  ||a, ra)\aeA is a family of objects in MIXTOP, then we construct a

normed space  (F, ||  ||)  as above and let  r   be the locally convex topology in-

duced on  E C UaeA Ea by the product topology on  II Ea.  Then  (E, ||  ||, r) is

an object of MIXTOP and is the MIXTOP product of the family i(Ea, || ||a, rj].

The projective limits of projective systems in BAN, and MIXTOP are con-

structed as subspaces of products as usual.

If \(Ea, || ||a)!ag/t   is a family of Banach spaces, we denote its BAN,-

product by B ll~af:A Ea. We can regard each (Ea, || ||a) as an object of MIXTOP

by taking ra to be the locally convex topology induced by   ||  ||a.  We denote by

MT LTEa the MIXTOP-product of this family.

2. The functor y.  If  (E, ||  ||, t) is an object of MIXTOP, we define

y[||  ||, r\ to be the finest locally convex topology on  E  which agrees with  r

on  Bn ii. The correspondence which associates to each  (E, || ||, t) the locally

convex space  (E, y[||  ||, r])  and leaves morphisms unchanged is a functor y

from MIXTOP into the category of locally convex spaces.
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3. Sums in BAN..  The category BANj  is also cocomplete—in particular,

it possesses sums.  If  \iEa, || ||a)!ae/4  is a family of objects in  BANj,  the

space

E0:Jixa)eUEa:   Z IKIU < 4
I aeA >

with the norm  || ||n: ixj H* 5LaeA \\xa\\a is a Banach space.  It is the BANj-

sum of {(Ea, || j|a)j and we denote it by B %aeA Ea.

4. Duality theory for MIXTOP objects.  If (F, ]| ||, r) is an object of MIX-

TOP, we define the y-dual space  of  E to be (£, y[\\ ||, r])    with the strong

topology. We write E     for this space.  Then E     is the norm closure of iE,r)

in the Banach space  (£, ||  ||)'  [5] and so is a Banach space.

5. Proposition.  Let {(£a, || ||a)laM   be a family in BANj.   Then

(i) the mapping (Ua), (/a)) t-> ~2aeA fj.xj  makes iBllEa, B~2e£ a dual pair;

(ii)  under this duality,  B 2f?a, with its Banach space structure, is

identifiable with the y-dual of UT II Ea;

(iii) a subset  C  of B XEa  is y[\\ ||, r\-equicontinuous if and only if it

is norm bounded and, for each i > 0,  there is a finite subset  J   of A  so that

KeA\jWfa\\<^ ^ each (Q e C.

Proof,  (i) is a routine calculation and (ii) follows from the characteriza-

tion of E    given above and the fact that the locally convex direct sum

© (£a, ra)    can be identified with the dual of (II Ea, II ra) under the duality

given formally as in the statement of the proposition, (iii) follows from the char-

acterization of the equicontinuous sets of ©£a and the following

6. Lemma ([7, 2.2]). Let (£, || ||, r) be an object of MIXTOP. Then a

subset C of E is y-equicontinuous if and only if the following condition

holds:

For every t > 0,  there is a r-equicontinuous subset  C.   of (E, r)' so

that C CeB + Cj  where B  is the unit ball of (£, || ||)'.

7. Proposition.  Let  \iEa,\\ \\a)}a€A   beasin5.  Then on BllEa,y[\\ \\,r]

is the Mackey topology for the duality (B IIEa, B Sfi^).

Proof.  By 5(iii) it is sufficient to show that if  C is a ct(B X E'a, B II in-

compact subset of  B "£Ea    then  C  satisfies the condition given there.  We

show first that the support   A }  of  C is countable  (A     is the set of  B e A

tor which an (/a) e C exists with /g 4 0). For each B e A j  we choose an

Xp e Ep  so that   ||x^|| = 1   and /^(x^) 4 0  for some  (/a) € C.  Then the map-

ping   (/a)   ^ ifaixj)   from   B I E'a   into   lliA)   is   oiB 1 E'a, B II E  )-

o\l (Ax), /   (Aj))   continuous.  The image of   C under this mapping is weak-

ly compact and so has countable support.   But, by construction, the support of

this set is  A  .
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Thus we can consider the case where the indexing set is  N.  If  C does

not satisfy the condition of 5(iii) then there is a strictly increasing sequence

of positive integers  (tz,)  and a sequence  (/      ) in  C  so that

"Z        Wfnk)W><     »d E      ll/72fe)U<^
72=72fe + l n>"k+l

for some positive e.

There is an x^ £ E^ so that  ||x J = 1  and f<hX*n) > (2/3)||/„W||

{n, < n < n,    .). Let  x denote the element  (x ) of B IIE  .  Then
fe —        fe + l ?2 fl

Z l/ife)^l-   Z+1 l/ife)M +   Z   l/ife)(x„)|>f/3.

Hence the set  i(/ (x )) : / £ CJ  is not weakly compact in I (N) by Schur's

theorem (Treves [14, p. 450]).

8. Partitions of unity in MIXTOP. Let  !77oa: E^ —»£a; a, /3 £ A} be a

projective system in BAN.,  E its projective limit and rra: E —* Ea the natu-

ral projection. We write B Proj(Ea) for  E with its natural Banach space

structure;  MTProj(Ea) for  E with its MIXTOP structure as the projective

limit in the category MIXTOP.

A MIXTOP partition of unity is a family  {Ta|  of BAN .-morphisms where

Ta maps  Ea into F and

(i)  for each  /3£A,|aeA:77/3oTa^0!  is finite;

(ii) for each finite  J C A, \\laej Taona\\ < 1;

(iii) for each x £ E, ^-aeA Ta o na(x) = x  (convergence in  r).

9. Example.   Let  S be a locally compact, paracompact space and sup-

pose that  \4>a: a e A\ is a partition of unity on  S (Bourbaki   [l, IX. 4.3]).

Let   Ka: = supp </>a.  Then if  C(S) denotes the Banach space of all bounded,

continuous, complex-valued functions on S with the supremum norm   ||  ||     and

if t    denotes the topology of compact convergence, then  (C(S), || H^, r ) is

an object of MIXTOP and y(C(S), || fl^, Tf) is  (C(S), /3) (Buck [2], Cooper [5]).

(C(S), ||  ||, r ) is easily identifiable with the MIXTOP projective limit of the

system of Banach spaces  \C(Ka) : a £ A\ and if we define the mappings  Ta:

x i-» (x</>a)~ from  C(Ka) into  C(S) where  (xcf)^" denotes the extension of x<pa

to a function on  S obtained by setting it equal to zero off  Ka,  then  jTj  is a

MIXTOP partition of unity.

10. Proposition.   With the notation of 8,  y(MT Proj(Ea))  is a quotient

space of y(MT II EJ.

Proof    (cf. Keim [9])-  The natural mapping  x t-> (rra(x))aeA  embeds  £

as a subspace of B II Ea.  On the other hand, the mapping   T : (xa) —»'^.aEA Taxa

from  B II Ea into  E is a MIXTOP morphism and is a left inverse for this embedding.
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11. Corollary.   The locally convex space y(MT Proj(Ea))  is a Mackey

space, that is, its topology is the Mackey topology.

12. Corollary (LeCam,  Conway).    // S  is a locally compact, paracompact

space, then iCiS), B)  is a Mackey space.

13. Definition.   A locally convex space   E  has the Banach-Steinhaus

property if, for every pointwise convergent sequence of continuous linear

operators from  E into a locally convex space  F,  the limit operator is contin-

uous.  In this definition, it is clearly sufficient to assume that  F is a Banach

space.  It can be easily seen that this property is inherited by quotient   spaces.

14. Remark.   Let  \iEa, || ||a)!aeA  be as in 5.  We can regard each  Ea as a

subspace of  B Ha£A Ea or of MT IIa6^ Ea in a natural way.  If  T is a contin-

uous linear operator from MT II Ea into a Banach space   F and  Ta: T\E  , then

||T|| = ~2-a€A \\Ta\\. Conversely, if  \Ta}aeA  is a family of continuous linear

operators where   Ta maps  Ea into  F,  then there is a continuous linear opera-

tor  T from MT II Ea into  F so that  T\p    = Ta for each   a e A  if and only if

^cteA H^all ^ °°'  an<^ Z^1S   T IS trien unique.  (Note that the above considera-

tions are only valid because we restrict our attention to the operators from

B II Ea into   F which are continuous for the mixed structure on  B II Ea.  They

do not, of course, hold for general continuous linear operators from  B II£a

into  F.)

15. Proposition.   Let 5(Ea, || ||a)!ae/1  be as in 5.  Then y(MT II Ea) has

the Banach-Steinhaus property.

Proof.   Let  (T  ) be a pointwise convergent sequence of continuous linear

operators from MT II Ea into a Banach space   F  and denote   T  |      by  T .

Then the sequence  (T   ) is pointwise convergent to a continuous linear

operator  Ta from  Ea into  F for each  a € A.  By the principle of uniform

boundedness,  sup{||Tj| : n £ N] < oo and so  supJS^^HT  || : n £ N! < oo.  From

this it follows that  Xas/1||Ta|| < oo, and so there is a continuous linear opera-

tor  T from MT HEa into  F so that  T\E    = Ta for each  a £ A.  A simple  e/3

argument shows that  T is the pointwise limit of the sequence  (T ).

16. Corollary.   With the notation of 8, y(MT Proj(£a))  has the Banach-

Steinhaus property.

17. Corollary.   // S is a locally compact, paracompact space, then

iCiS), B) has the Banach-Steinhaus property.

18. Bibliographical remarks.  The categories BANj  and MIXTOP are

discussed by Semadeni [ll].  The functor y was introduced by Wiweger.  We

refer to [5] for the properties of y required and for a bibliography of the orig-

inal papers.  Result 12 was published by LeCam  [10] (for ocompact S) and
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Conway [4].  For generalizations to nonlocally compact spaces, we refer to

Fremlin, et al. [8], Sentilles [12] and Wheeler [15].  Partitions of unity for

the category of locally convex spaces were introduced by De Wilde [l6] (see

also Keim [9]). For result 17, compare Theorem 5.1 of Collins and Dorroh

[31.
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